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Outline 

The context 

 
The U-Map instrument 
 
The implementation of U-Map 
(process and policy context) 
• Estonia 
• Portugal 
• The Netherlands 



Diversity 

• diversity and differentiation 

• institutional and programme diversity 

• horizontal and vertical diversity 

• ‘diversity is a strength’ 



European context 

• European (supranational) policies regarding 
higher education and research 
• European Research Area (ERA) 

• Bologna Process 

• European Higher Education Area (EHEA) 

• wish to increase ‘transparency of diversity’ 
• French EU-presidency conference, Paris, November 2008 

• Bologna conference, Leuven, April 2009 

• UNESCO World conference, Paris, July 2009 

• EU-policy context: EU-2020; Innovation Union;  

• Modernisation Agenda (2006 & 2011) 

 

 



Transparency instruments 
Rankings; the rise of… 
• Academic Ranking of World Class Universities (ARWU) 

Shanghai Jiaotong University, since 2003 

• Times Higher Education Supplement World Rankings 

(THE) Times Higher Education, since 2004 

• Higher Education Evaluation and Accreditation Council of 

Taiwan Ranking (HEEACT), since 2007 

• The Leiden Ranking (LR) Leiden University, since 2008 



Transparency instruments 
Rankings; critique 

• focus on ‘whole institutions’ 

• concentrate on ‘traditional’ research productivity 

and impact  

• focus on ‘comprehensive research universities’  

• use of composite overall indicators 

• use constructed ‘league tables’ 

• imply cultural and language biases 

• imply bias against humanities and social sciences 

 



Transparency instruments 
U-Map 
U-Map is an instrument that intends to 
show the horizontal diversity and 
enhance the transparency of the higher 
education landscape in the  European 
Higher Education Area through the 
creation and publication of institutional 
activity profiles 



The U-Map Tool 

Design principles 

• Based on empirical data 

• Multi-dimensional 

• Stakeholder approach 

• Non-hierarchical 

• Inclusive 

• Parsimonious data collection 

 

 



U-Map activity profile 
% doctorate degrees awarded 

% master degrees awarded 

% bachelor degrees awarded 

scope (# subject fields) 

% general formative programs 

% lic/ career oriented programs 

% expenditure on teaching 

% short first degree degrees awarded 

Teaching and learning 

Start-up firms 

Patent applications 

Cultural activities 

% income from knowledge exchange 

Knowledge transfer 

% mature students 

% part-time students 

% distance education students Total enrolment 

Student body 

% exchange students: incoming 

% exchange students; sent out 

% foreign degree seeking students 

% non-national academic staff 

% income from international sources 

International orientation 

Peer reviewed academic publications 

Professional publications 

Other research products 

Doctorate production 

% expenditure on research 

Research involvement 

% graduates working in the region 

% new entrants from the region 

% income from regional sources 

Regional engagement 



U-Map Profile finder 

Profile 
finder 



The implementation 

• Data collection instrument 

• questionnaire 

• General approaches 
• National approach 
• Individual approach 

• U-Map protocol 



Estonia 

• The HE system 

• Results 

• Policy context 



Estonia 



Estonia 



Estonia 

• The HE system 

• Results 

• Policy context 

More efficient system 

More institutional autonomy 

More fairness in access 

International alignment and orientation 



Portugal 

• The HE system 

• Binary divide and 
public/private divide 

• Public univ: 14; poly:20 

• Private univ: 10; other 83 

• Results 

• Policy context 



Portugal 
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Portugal 

• The HE system 

• Results 

• Policy context 

• Enhance responsiveness 

• Strengthening polytechnic sector 

• Independent legal status 

• More institutional autonomy 



The Netherlands 

• The HE system 

• Binary divide: univ 14, UAS 40 

• Results 

• Policy context 



The Netherlands 
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The Netherlands 

• The HE system 

• Results 

• Policy context 

• Focus of diversity and profiles 

• Mission-profile oriented performance 
based funding (5%) in bilateral 
agreements 

• Context of cut backs and trust issues 



Discussion 

• What can we learn from national 
experiences? 
 

• How will the results be used? 
• National 
• International 

 

• Does U-Map create a new 
perspective on institutional 
diversity? 


